At ESO, we strive to improve health and safety through the power of data, and we believe arming those who protect our communities with the ability to obtain powerful, life-saving data is invaluable.

LEARN MORE AT ESO.COM/EHR

From a Company You Trust.

Do more with

ESO ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

Take charge of COVID-19 documentation with ESO EHR. New features designed to keep your crew safe, highlight the impact of COVID-19 in your community and relay critical information are all just a few clicks away.

Keep Crew Safety a Priority

Your frontline staff now routinely interacts with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients. While patient safety and care is paramount, the safety and wellness of providers is an essential component of COVID-19 response. Use ESO EHR to evaluate suspected or confirmed provider exposures and provide essential information regarding the potential need for quarantine protocols. Create daily check-in’s by enabling a pre-shift screening that tracks symptoms and interactions indicative of COVID-19.

Document PPE Usage in The Field

Measure personal protective equipment use in your EMS agency to understand reuse and supply levels. You can record multiple types of PPE including N95 masks, P100 masks, surgical masks, gloves, eye protect and protective gowns. Configurable lists allow the most commonly used items of PPE in your agency to be at your provider’s fingertips, with single click indication of new vs. reuse to provide precise information for logistics. Use the information you collect to determine high utilization items and appropriate order amounts.

Software Designed to Tackle COVID-19

ESO EHR helps you document COVID-19 data with a multi-pronged approach. Industry leading implementation of primary and secondary impressions specifically designed for COVID-19 allow for precise tracking of EMS assessments ensure you don’t miss a beat.

Lead with Data at Your Side

As the phrase goes, “knowing is half the battle” and with ESO EHR you’ll have the insight you need to make informed decisions. The COVID-19 data you document within ESO EHR are all auditable and reportable. You’ll be equipped with the tools you need surveil COVID-19 encounters in your community, report on trends and identify potential changes you made need to make to your protocols.
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